
Voice Leading Checklist  
 

General Part writing Rules: 

● All parts should be easily singable, and each part should have its own identity. 
● Tendency tones (or active tones) should be resolved and should not be 

doubled. 
● The soprano part should have a nice melody, mostly moving by step; the inner 

parts should avoid leaping and should preserve common tones when possible. 

Part writing Rules (in more detail):  
1. Avoid parallel perfect intervals (This applies mostly to parallel 5ths, octaves, and unisons. Parallel fourths 

are acceptable though not “encouraged”)  

 
2. Never double a leading-tone, seventh, or non-chord tone 

                
3. General doubling rules: 

DOUBLE POSITION & CHORD TYPE 
Root Root Position, M/m triads 

                         Soprano (or Bass) First inversion, M/m triads 
                         Bass Second inversion, M/m triads 
                         Bass First inversion, dim. triads (viio6 and iio6) 
 

4. Avoid diminished or augmented melodic intervals (the diminished 3rd is allowed in the progression bII-V6; 
the diminished 4th is allowed in i6-V6 in minor)  

 
  
 



5. Avoid crossing or overlapping voices (especially if both voices leap)  

 
6. Favor smooth voice-leading; avoid large leaps and leaps by dissonant intervals  
7. Favor contrary, similar, and oblique over parallel motion. Avoid Direct/Hidden Octaves or Fifths in the 

outer voices- when moving into a fifth or an octave in the outer voices, use contrary motion.  

         
8. Keep the upper three voices within an octave of one another; bass and tenor may be as far apart as their 

ranges allow for. 
Spacing 

            
Voice Ranges 

            
9. Emphasize a clear, simple melodic shape in the soprano voice; inner parts should move as smoothly as 

possible; large leaps should be infrequent- nothing greater than a 4th, occur predominantly in the bass, 
and be followed by stepwise motion in the opposite direction.

  
10. Leading-tones always resolve up in the outer voices (unless there is an overarching melodic trend 

downward or in the context of a sequence)  

                     
11. Non-chord tones and sevenths resolve down by step  
12. One focal point should be present in the phrase.  
13. Avoid cross-relations (chromatic motion between voices) ***primarily applies to 6th chords.  


